Application of Two-Level Joint Information Fusion Model in Intelligent Vehicle

Abstract—This paper proposes a two-level joint information fusion model combining BP neural network and D-S evidence theory. The model of great practical value reduces target identification error probability by multiple features of the target information, shows good scalability with its two steps of information fusion model, and conveniently increases/reduces feature fusion information source according to different situations and different objects. The method used for intelligent vehicles has good flexibility and robustness in tracking and avoiding obstacle. The simulation tests have verified effectiveness of the method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A multi-feature fusion target recognition method based on neural network[1-3] and D-S evidence theory[4-6] is used in two levels in view of the uncertainty of sensor information in intelligent vehicle navigation. In the first level, the corresponding neural network carries on the character recognition of each kind of feature information among the variety of information extracted from the regional environment. In the second level, fusion decision of neural network recognition results is done with D-S evidence theory. The method of great practical value uses multiple features of the target information to reduce the probability of false target recognition, and uses two steps of information fusion model showing good scalability, and changes feature fusion information source according to different situations and different objects conveniently.

II. TEST MODEL

Specific configuration of the sensor is shown in Fig.1. The sensor of the vehicle consists of 2 CCD cameras, one gyroscope and 15 ultrasonic sensors. The CCD cameras are arranged in the front center of the vehicle, used to detect the deviation information and navigational line; the gyroscope is installed behind the two CCD cameras; the fourteen ultrasonic sensors are fitted in different positions, where 9 of them are mounted in the front according to the certain angle interval lined annular array, two in the rear, the other 6 in the left and right sides, respectively 2 in either side.

III. BP NEURAL NETWORK

Neural network fuses the information from ultrasonic sensors, where the center line of the sensors on two sides and the center line of center sensor form an angle of 30° with each ultrasonic sensor placed on the platform in the group. Each sensor is both transmitter and receiver, which emits ultrasonic waves and receives a return wave. In order to avoid reactive interference of the beams, the sensors transmit them in turn. The data obtained from these sensors are fused by neural network, and the actual distance is estimated. Input data of the network is the measured distances from sensors, and output is the distance, from the intelligent vehicle platform front center to the measured obstacle.

IV. D-S EVIDENCE THEORY

The information fusion based on D-S evidence theory is a decisive fusion for identification results of the neutral network to form the final decision of target attribute. D-S evidence theory fusion process is shown in Fig.2. When D-S evidence theory is used in the decisive fusion, the data information obtained from the neutral network is the evidence in the theory, and the trust degree can be reallocated to the information. Reasoning of D-S uncertainty evidence strengthens trust degree of the obstacle region, and weakens trust degree of the empty region, which achieve accurate environment information.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fusion results by BP neural network of ultrasonic ranging sensors

Sensor readings are considered to be the shortest distance from the sensor to the obstacle in that angle. Effective range of the sensors is 1cm-8m, and the sample data is randomly generated from random angle in range of 0°-35°. The whole batch of sample data in BP neural network algorithm contains 2500 sets of group readings of the real distance between obstacles and vehicle body from sensors.
In simulation tests, the connection weight coefficients are randomly arranged in the range of -1~1. Each group of sensor data is input to the BP neural network system, and the sample data is repeatedly used to adjust connection weights until output error meets requirements. In Matlab environment, programs are written for BP neural network to train. Training times amounts to 5151 times and 5126 times, with the corresponding learning curve shown in Fig.3. Fig.3 shows that training after 1800 times meets requirements of training accuracy. The curve begins to change rapidly, and then slows down. It takes a long time to reach the minimum error state. Test data from different test are used to test the BP neural network after training, and results of the test are shown in Table 1. Table 1 shows that performance of BP neural network has met the requirements.

B. Navigation results from D-S evidence theory decision fusion

Through the two level fusion method for obstacle recognition, and in different environment for simulation experiment, the simulation environment is shown in figure 4.
starts the obstacle avoidance procedures. After bypassing the obstacles, the vehicle traces the road mark line, and starts tracking program to continue driving. Navigation trajectory to avoid obstacles in multiple obstacles environment according to straight mark line is shown in Fig.6. The vehicle detects two obstacles with a camera, judges the distance between them, and tracks the way to go through the passage between the two obstacles, meanwhile it keeps safe distances on both sides from obstacles. Navigation trajectory of intelligent vehicle to avoid obstacles in multiple obstacles environment according to straight mark line is shown in Fig.6 and the intelligent vehicle moves a distance of 200m, and the errors of each segment tracking is shown as in Table II. Navigation trajectory of intelligent vehicle to avoid obstacles in multiple obstacles environment according to curve mark line is shown in Fig.7. The intelligent vehicle detects obstacles with a camera, judges the distances of the vehicle and the obstacles and between the obstacles and makes decisions to start avoidance procedure program. After the vehicle evades the multiple obstacles, it finds the mark line finally and continues tracking.

The navigation tests are carried out for methods of two-layer fusion and single-layer fusion based on fuzzy logic in two kinds of environment of few and multiple obstacles near the mark line. The intelligent vehicle moves a distance of 200m, and the errors of each segment tracking is shown as in Table II.

Table II shows that few obstacles around mark line lead to higher tracking accuracy of intelligent vehicle, while multiple obstacles result in increased tracking errors due to frequent turns to avoid obstacles and synchronous rear wheel driving which makes turning radius increase. In the case of few obstacles, two-layer method runs with less error than single-layer fusion, but in the case of multiple obstacles, the tracking error of two-layer method is significantly smaller than that of the latter. This is due to use of BP neural network in multiple ultrasonic sensor information fusion, which shows certain learning and adaptive ability to understand information environment multiple accurately and to eliminate or reduce uncertain information of sensors. D-S evidence theory fuses different neural network recognition results of information to avoid adverse effects to the whole system due to inaccuracy of network identification for feature information to improve the recognition effect of the system.

VI. SIMULATION TEST

CarSim software with a circular bend test condition is selected for simulation conditions to be set: (1) driving speed of intelligent vehicle at 30km/h; (2) road adhesion coefficient $\mu = 0.85$ when intelligent vehicle is driven on flat road; (3) bend curvature radius of the vehicle at 152.4m when it is driven on the planning path. Road track of the circular bend test is shown in Fig.8.

Tracking trajectory of the vehicle is shown in Fig.9, and tracking error of the centroid is in Fig.10. In Fig.9, the vehicle trajectory and the desired trajectory are basically the same, which shows that the two-level joint information fusion algorithm performs satisfactorily in tracking. In Fig.10, lateral tracking error is controlled in 0.027m, of relative high control precision in the whole process of circular bend simulation test.

Steering wheel angle of the intelligent vehicle is as in Fig.11, and the steering torque is shown in Fig.12.

Fig.11 shows that the steering angle is obtained by a front wheel angle from tracking controller multiplying the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Navigation of two-layer method</th>
<th>Single-layer fusion method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>obstacles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-100</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-150</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150-200</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
steering angle ratio. In Fig.12, we can see that the steering torque is very small in the process of circular bend simulation test. As the steering torque is an important parameter to characterize the steering weight, the small torque indicates a satisfactory steering operation.

Lateral acceleration of the intelligent vehicle is shown in Fig.13, and the inclination angle is in Fig.14.

In Fig.13, lateral acceleration control is in the range of 0.04648m/s², which is enough to guarantee the comfort and stability of vehicle during the whole circular bend simulation test. And in Fig.14, side inclination angle has been limited within the range of 0.07657°, which shows no rollover possibilities for the vehicle in whole process of the test.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

As for the uncertain information and the limitation of single-layer sensor information fusion in automatic navigation sensor detection of intelligent vehicle, the author puts forward a two-level fusion method based on combination of BP neural network and D-S evidence theory for application of intelligent vehicle tracking and obstacle avoidance control. Use of BP neural network is for information fusion of multiple ultrasonic sensors to eliminate or reduce the uncertain information from them. D-S evidence theory is to realize control of the intelligent vehicle navigation decision aiming at that decision signal is multiple suitable for control of the navigation system.

Simulated tests show that the intelligent vehicle tracks the mark line well, and avoids obstacles to complete the navigation task quickly and effectively. Compared with the traditional single-layer fusion method, the proposed information fusion scheme shows the system achieves good performance.
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